modern design
practical usage
high-quality material

Furniture and Custom Furnishings – Made to Your Wishes

We Create Your Home
I want to help my clients set up their homes with individuality: A
home is a place where we meet our family and friends, where we live,
and where we want to feel safe and comfortable. As a German master
carpenter and furniture designer, I am beside you from the beginning of the process all the way to the end result. I provide expert,
individual advice on the design of your interior space based on your
needs and your wishes; I personally manufacture the pieces; and I
professionally install your furniture. Quality, design and functionality are combined for your custom-made kitchen, bathroom, bedroom,
living room, library, or private office. Whether you prefer furniture
created with a special type of high-quality wood, glass, or even metal
– or you need furniture that supports the latest electronics and technology – your furniture is designed, made, and installed to fit you,
uniquely, and make your house a ‚home‘.

Room by Room

My Services and Support
for You:

Materials I work with
and design for:

✓ personal consultation
✓ complete planning
✓ individual design
✓ professional installation

✓ wood
✓ glass
✓ metal
✓ electronics and
technology

“The mastercraft of carpentry has a long
tradition in Germany and is also the basis of quality in modern décor today.”
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Master Carpenter Oliver Gorr
The title of Master Carpenter is the highest qualification available in the carpentry trade in Germany.
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Your Kitchen
It is the centerpiece of family life – and the secret
center of all parties. Here is the place you may sit
with the best of friends as you cook, talk, and laugh.
Whether modern, classic or retro – the choices in style
are diverse. The kitchen also needs to be practical: the
equipment needs to be ready to cook and bake – and
it also needs to be prepared for splashes of oil, sharp
knives that might encounter a surface, or a hot baking pan that needs a place to cool down. There must
be enough room for pots and pans, as well as cooking
utensils – but they must be quickly accessible. What
your kitchen design needs depends on each individual.
That’s why it’s crucial to determine what are the most
important elements of your own dream kitchen.

Cooking in Control
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My tip for kitchen design:
“Think about both aesthetics and functionality when it comes to kitchen design.
The kitchen must be pleasing to the eye
and practical – in equal amounts, when
possible. Daily cooking needs are the cornerstone for the perfect kitchen plan.”

Your Bathroom
Getting ready in the morning – getting relaxed in
the evening: A great bathroom needs to have order,
harmony and a feel-good style. A hair dryer, shaving
cream, face cream and towels can be stowed away
- but they should be easily at hand, with sufficient
storage space. Practical cupboards, shelves and vanities in a modern design guarantee more organization. Whether it’s a large bathroom or small, there is
an optimal design that still feels relaxing. Add highquality materials, and your bathroom will feel like
an oasis of well-being.

Tips for your bathroom oasis:
“Create enough storage space – it can
be created around any obstacles. For
example, water connection pipes can be
enclosed inside drawers. Use different
internal dividers for cosmetics, toiletries or a hairdryer, so that you always
have perfect access to each of them.
Of particular importance is the highest-quality, waterproof sealing materials. Using the highest quality wood,
stone, metal, and electrical materials
will create a safe, secure and durable
bathroom.”

Space for Daily Relaxation and Comfort
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Your Living Room
For a comfortable living experience:
“The living room is now actually a multi-media room –
but technical connections and cables are hidden. A good
living room design keeps in mind the ‘ invisible electronics’ that are installed and operated within the living room
and even the living room furniture: cable connections,
loudspeakers, remote controls and integrated lighting
solutions.”

Whether it’s a having game night or watching a television
detective show, sharing red wine with friends or reading a
book on the sofa – the living room is full of life. Here’s the
space where everyone can relax, enjoy each other’s company,
or just have fun. This means that the living room must be
comfortable and durable for any occasion. Must-haves are
a sofa with a matching table, dressers for small items, and
chic cabinets for glasses and dishes. There is a perfect usage
of wood, glass and metal for everyone’s tastes. Finally, integrated lighting ensures a pleasant mood. Treat yourself to
the best designs for your lifestyle – with your own pleasure
in mind.

Daily Comfort in Your Home
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Your Bedroom
Tips for more comfort in the bedroom:
“Storage space can be created even in small
spaces. Your clothing should be easily accessible. Sometimes a clothing ‘elevator’ or
pull-down shelf system can be designed,
made up of more basic to more elaborate
design systems; this will allow a maximum
use of space. In a bedroom that is located on
roof-topped floors, like penthouse and attics
areas (“ dachgeschoss” areas), a tailored design is a must.”

An Organized Start – and Finish – to Your Day
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Here’s the space to let yourself relax: Enjoy the night
or a nap – the optimum design will transform your
bedroom into an ideal place to rest. Matching furniture will provide the perfect atmosphere for nice
dreams. In the morning, you’ll have an orderly space
to dress, ensuring a good start to the day. A bedroom
often holds many things to be stored, but the room
itself needs to remain clear. A uniform design for your
bed, bedside tables, closets and dressers gives a peaceful atmosphere to the day – and new strength. How
would you like your day to start in a warm and cozy,
organized space of all your own?

Your Library Room
Sorted alphabetically or by genre – in a great library, book lovers must be able to easily find their favorite works. One option
is floor-to-ceiling bookshelves: this design gives a lot of room
to line up printed treasures – not only is this practical, but it
is a real highlight in a home. However, these shelves will to
have withstand very heavy loads: whether its a collection of
Shakespeare’s plays or illustrated science books, paper weighs
a lot. Tall wooden bookshelves can carry far more weight than
many metal versions. Many shelves hold not only books but
also photos and other collectibles. A cozy reading space in the
library will invite you and your guests to browse.

For more joy in your own library:
“Structure and stability are the key factors here. The furniture’s design,
however, should still should appear light. To use the existing space optimally,
I combine lighting solutions, filing cabinets or even individually-designed
special shelves. Doors and drawers provide additional order.”

Storage Space for Your Books and Collections
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Your Home Office

My tip for a pleasant working
space:
“The top priority here is a functional design: technical and cable
connections have to be as easily
accessible – and invisible – as possible. In this room, papers and files
can be safely stored yet also accessed
quickly. Your desk should be designed with adjustable height options for your comfort and health.”

A Creative Workspace in Your Home
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In an office, concentration is needed, so every
thing must be optimally designed smoothly.
With the right design, everything is in the right
place. Whether you are there for a few hours or
most of the day, the desk area is the focal point
of the room – and your needs. Not everyone has
the same needs, however. When designing your
workspace, important questions arise: where and
how much space is needed, and what tasks and
technical equipment are required regularly? A
great office space will have another important
feature: it should be suitable for many activities. A height-adjustable standing desk may be
needed. Filing cabinets and shelves in a variety
of specially-designed heights and widths will
complement the workspace for organization and
storage of important materials.
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